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Agenda

2:30 – 3:00 State of the Consortium, Introductions and Updates  
   – Buckley
3:00 – 3:30 Common Unix Security Authority – Ingersoll &  
   Armstrong
3:30 –  4:00 Progress on Priorities
4:00 – 4:15 Break
4:15 – 4:45 Kerberos Development Roadmap - Hartman
4:45 – 6:15 Roadmap Discussion
6:15 – 6:30 Wrap up and Next Steps
6:30 – 7:00 Travel to Dinner
7:00 – 9:00 West Coast Friends of Kerberos Dinner, at “Cascal”
State of the Consortium

- Goals of the Consortium
- Goals of this Meeting
- Board Members
- Sponsors
- Hot Prospects
- Finances
- Priorities Progress Reports
Goals of the Kerberos Consortium

- Provide leadership to the world community
- Establish Kerberos as a ubiquitous authentication mechanism.
- Make Kerberos appropriate for new environments.
- Enable Kerberos across a plethora of endpoints.
- Help developers integrate Kerberos.
Goals of this Meeting

- Report back on progress towards goals.
- Begin charting roadmap for future development.
Board Members

- Jordan Hubbard, Apple
- Slava Kavsan, Microsoft
- Wyllys Ingersoll, Sun
- Paul Armstrong, Google
- Wilson D’Souza, MIT
17 Sponsors

- Apple
- Carnegie Mellon*
- Centrify Corporation
- Cornell*
- The United States Department of Defense
- Duke University
- FSTC
- Google
- Iowa State
- Microsoft*
- Michigan State*
- NASA
- Pennsylvania State
- Stanford
- Sun Microsystems
- TeamF1, Inc.
- The University of Michigan

* = New Since December
Hot Prospects

- Bank of America
- Barclays
- Merrill Lynch
- Goldman Sachs
- RedHat
FY ‘09 Finances

- $1.15 million in total in commitments
- $1.57 million budget

* MIT Fiscal Year runs July 1-June 30
Open Positions

- Strategic Advisor *
- Programmer/Analyst *
- Development Manager

* = new
Board Priority: Huge Doc Push

- Full time tech writer with on contract
- Full time “Best Practices” writer on contract
Board Priority: Database Support

- MIT and Google recruiting summer interns
Board Priority: Web Services/SAML

- Needs better problem description
- Contracting with Bob Morgan, Leif Johansen, Josh Howlett and Jeff Hodges
- First meeting next week